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Reviewer's report:

The manuscript is a good one as the issue and main aims. It has also a lot of data that can be used.

However there are some main absent points those must be cleared:

- T test was used for bp changes which compairs the average of two groups. However we can not see how many of the patients were controlled and how many of them continued with high blood pressure. I mean that also categorized data should be evaluated with chi-square test.

The blood pressure values should be classified as normotension and grouped high BP; and than cross tabs those show BP changes regarding living place, gender, age groups, education and economic status.

Although antihypertensive drugs were listed, we can not see the results that show which one is the most effective after one year.

Also although systolic bp was mentioned it would be better to add a Table that shows affects of treatment on diastolic and systolic bp seperately (chi-square; to see how many patients continue with high bp or normal bp)

It would be beter to write % and n together
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